Graduate Council
AGENDA
February 7, 2018
KSU Center – KC 401
1. Ron Day - see next page for summary of discussion - This is an important discussion
regarding how financial aid determines what courses can be covered.
2. ABM Proposed changes - see attached for proposal
3. Jennifer Purcell leading a discussion: "How can the Graduate College better support
you as a program coordinator/director? What resources do you need to sustain and
improve the program(s) you oversee?"

Ron Day Discussion:
1. Can financial aid pay for a course which does not count toward the student’s degree completion

requirements?
a. If a student is enrolled in courses that do not count toward his or her degree, certificate,
or other recognized credential, they cannot be used to determine enrollment
status. (Federal Handbook, Vol. 1, Chapter 1, page 20).
i. The student will be charged according to enrollment – but federal aid cannot
count that course toward determining eligibility, i.e., 6 hours – 3 hours doesn’t
count. The student is charged for 6 – but financial aid is based on 3 – thus the
student is not eligible for student loans.

2. How will this be tracked?
a. Beginning Fall 2018, Degree Works will track whether the course counts toward the
program of study.
i. This process will be “tested” during the summer of 2018 – and will be
implemented for fall 2018
ii. Potentially impacting many, many students. We currently have no way of
meeting this federal mandate.

3. What are the ramifications of the proposed Reauthorization of the Higher Education Act (HEA)?
i. Graduate students will be impacted:
ii. TEACH Grant will no longer be available
iii. Grad PLUS goes away
iv. Grad students may not receive Federal Work-Study
v. Annual loan amount allowed for any graduate student would be $28,500 (fall,

spring, summer)
vi. A cap will now occur for graduate students of $150,000
1. Currently – students may borrow $138,500 + unlimited Grad PLUS.
2. We have many graduate students who exceed $150,000 in debt – MANY
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Proposed Revisions to ABM
•
•
•
•

Current Issues to Address
Proposed New Program
Transition and Timeline
Benefits

Current Issues to Address
• Number of hours of “Dual Credit”
– SACS: 150 Unique Hours (min 120 undergrad
plus min 30 graduate)
– SACS: suggests using an existing policy such
as transfer credit, which for KSU is 25% of
grad degree

Current Issues to Address
• Students led to believe they are full
graduate students.
– Students are NOT full graduate students and
cannot be since they do not yet have their
bachelors degree.

Current Issues to Address
• Tuition and Financial Aid
– Remain undergrad so must be charged
undergrad tuition allowing undergrad aid to
continue.
– For Financial Aid to cover grad courses
substitutions (Dual Credit form) must be on
file.

Current Issues to Address
• Ad hoc nature of Dual Credit
– Students are entering ABM late in their
program and directors/advisors are
approving Dual Credit for courses that often
have little to do with the undergrad.

Proposed New Program
• Grad program partners with a specific
undergrad program(s) and creates a
curriculum map for students to follow from
beginning of bachelors to end of masters.
• Curriculum map approved by UPCC and GPCC
and put in catalog as an approved program.
• Can have as many partner programs is
appropriate.

Proposed New Program
• Students follow curriculum as mapped out in
catalog.
• Students applying to program are not seen as
being a grad student until bachelors degree
granted.
• Students would formally apply to graduate degree
program and be reviewed like any other student.
• Participation in grad courses prior to acceptance
in a grad program does not guarantee grad
program acceptance.

Proposed New Program
• Faculty (grad and undergrad together) will propose the following:
– How many and which grad courses will count as Dual Credit.
– Sequencing of courses, including grad courses.
– The appropriate time for student to declare/apply they are following
program. (We suggest somewhere around beginning of Junior year).
– The advantage of the specific pairing of undergrad/grad program.

• Student acceptance into program would involve approval from
undergrad and grad program as well as The Graduate College.
• GPA requirement will be 3.50. Program faculty can propose a
different GPA with justification and approval from UPCC and GPCC.
• The Graduate College will still need to manually register the
student for their graduate courses since they remain undergrad
students.

Transition and Timeline
• AY 2019 (Fall 2018/Spring 2019) submit
proposed program maps through UPCC
and GPCC for approval.
• Continue enrolling in current program
through Spring 2019.
• Fall 2019 only enroll through new
program.

Benefits
• Dual Credit courses are identified and
justified, and program maps are approved by
curricular bodies, addressing SACS concerns.
• Student remains undergrad until bachelors
degree is granted.
• Programs can recruit as early as high school to
show students how they can quickly progress
through bachelors to completion of masters.

Naming
• Would like to rename program to show
distinction from “old” ABM.
• Suggestions:
– “U2G Program” – Undergrad to Graduate
Program
– ”GPP” – Graduate Pipeline Program
– Others?

